JWorks for Attorneys is the one tool prosecutors and public defenders need to keep their cases and offices running efficiently.

With the ability to track everything from subpoenas and evidence to staff time and expenses, cases stay on track and teams stay organized. Get the big picture at-a-glance, or drill down into personalized task queues to see what needs your attention right now.

**Attorneys can:**

- Quickly digest information with summary snapshots of individuals, charges, events, and obligations
- Overlay calendars to track hearings, meetings, tasks, and important case milestones
- Increase efficiency by proactively managing resource utilization
- Instantly find information with a flexible search function that can span cases, participants, calendars, and documents
- Easily adapt to changes in laws, local rules, preferences, and procedures

JWorks for Attorneys centralizes and streamlines everything you do. Keep the justice process moving efficiently, and keep your own workload under control from anywhere with JWorks.

---

**Attorney Case Management Has Never Been This Efficient**

- Comprehensive tracking & reporting
- Fast, flexible search engine
- At-a-glance summaries & calendars